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Abstract: 

In Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) the participating nodes have several roles such as 

sender, receiver and router. Hence there is a lot of energy consumed by the nodes for the 

normal working of the network since each node has many different roles. Also in MANET 

the nodes keep moving constantly and this in turn consumes a lot of energy. Since battery 

capacity of these nodes is limited it fails to fulfil the high demand of energy. The scarcity of 

energy makes the energy conservation in mobile ad-hoc networks an important concern. 

There is several research carried out on the energy consumption of mobile ad-hoc networks 

these days. Some of this research suggests sleep mode, transmission power control, load 

balancing etc. In this thesis, we are comparing various proposed energy efficient models for 

some of the ad-hoc protocols. We compare different energy efficient models for Optimised 

Linked State Algorithm (OLSR) ([2]-[3]) and Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) 

([5]-[7]). The routing protocols are compared for different parameters such as average 

remaining energy, number of nodes alive, payload data received and performance with 

different mobility speed. The simulation results helps in benchmarking the various energy 

efficient routing models for OLSR and AODV protocols. The benchmarking of the routing 

protocols can be based on many factors but this thesis concentrates on benchmarking the 

MANET routing protocols mainly based on the energy efficiency and increased network 

lifetime. 
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Chapter 1  
  

Introduction  

 
Over the last few years, the use of mobile devices and mobile networks has grown drastically 

and with the emergence of low cost wireless networking, a wide range of applications are 

been incorporated in laptops, mobile phones etc. To enable such availability Mobile Ad-hoc 

Networks (MANETs) play a vital role, as they provide communication without any fixed 

infrastructure. In MANET as the scenario is not fixed, nodes rely upon battery capacity of the 

nodes, which depletes with time. This makes energy a constraint in MANETs, which calls for 

the need of efficient energy utilization. Hence the studies on Mobile Ad-hoc Networks have 

also increased recently. 

 

The performance of a mobile ad-hoc network mainly depends on the routing scheme involved 

and the traditional routing protocols do not work efficiently in a MANET [2]. The Mobile 

Ad-hoc Network has a dynamic topology i.e. every node can move in a random fashion and 

radio propagation conditions change rapidly over time. MANET also has a limited bandwidth 

[9]. In recent years, developing routing protocols for MANETs has been an extensive 

research area and many proactive and reactive protocols have been proposed from a variety 

of perspectives ([2]-[3] and [5]-[7]). 

 

In this thesis we are comparing some of the most commonly used proactive and reactive 

MANET routing algorithm such as OLSR and AODV respectively.  We compare different 

energy efficient models for Optimised Linked State Algorithm (OLSR) and Ad-hoc On 

Demand Distance Vector (AODV). The protocols are compared for different parameters such 

as average remaining energy, number of nodes alive, payload data received and performance 

with different mobility speed. The simulation results help in benchmarking the various 

energy efficient routing models for OLSR and AODV protocols. The benchmarking of these 

MANET routing protocols is only based on the energy efficiency and increased lifetime of 

the nodes.  
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1. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks  
  
With the rapid growth in mobile and telecommunication technology, there is a great increase 

in the use of personal communication devices such as mobiles, laptops and other devices such 

as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) . These devices get easy access to network via wireless 

interfaces. 

 

1.1 Types of Mobile Wireless Networks: 
 
There are three main types of mobile networks as mentioned in [11]. 

• Infrastructure  Networks 

• Ad-hoc Networks 

• Hybrid Networks 

 

1.1.1Infrastructure Network 
 
As described in [11] in Infrastructure networks, all devices on the network communicate via 

access point such as a router. For example, when two laptops next to each other communicate 

to each other not directly, but through a wireless access point.  It sends data to the access 

point which in turn forwards it to the other laptop. . In this type of network, all 

communication takes place between the wireless node and the access point and not between 

different wireless nodes. Figure 1 shows an example of Infrastructure Network.   

 

 

Figure 1 Infrastructure Network 
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1.1.2 Ad-hoc Networks 

Ad hoc mode doesn’t have any infrastructure and is also known as “peer-to-peer” mode. Ad 

hoc networks don’t require a centralized access point. In this case, the devices on the network 

communicate directly with each other. When two laptops are set up in ad hoc mode they 

connect directly with each other without a need for a centralized access point. In this mode all 

the nodes in the network may move randomly and connect dynamically to one another. Thus 

all nodes act as routers and must be capable of discovering and maintaining routes to every 

other node in the network and to forward packets accordingly.  Figure 2 shows an example of 

ad hoc networks 

 

Figure 2 Ad-hoc Networks 

1.1.3 Hybrid Networks 

Hybrid wireless networks are networks in which any mobile node in a wireless network may 

have connectivity, either directly or via a gateway node, to an infrastructure network. 

 

Figure 3 Hybrid Networks 
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Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) are communication networks formed by the union or 

aggregation of mobile nodes (laptop computers, mobiles phones, PDAs etc.) and connecting 

wireless links. The networks are modelled in the form of an arbitrary communication graph. 

In MANET, the network topology may change in an unpredictable manner because of the 

continuously moving mobile nodes and some other external factors such as noise.  In 

MANET each node acts as a router. The information packets are relayed in a store-and-

forward mode from a source to any arbitrary destination via intermediate nodes. The 

changing network topology must be communicated to other nodes continuously.  

 

Figure 4 Mobile Ad-Hoc Network Topology 

 

1.2 Characteristics of a MANET  
  
MANET is characterized by some specific features as mentioned in [11]:  

i. Distributed Operation: The nodes are connected by wireless links and the 

communications among nodes are wireless. The control of the network is distributed 

among the nodes.  

ii. Light-weight terminals: Mostly the nodes in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks have less 

CPU capability and have a little storage and memory size.  

iii. Multi hop Routing: There is no dedicated router and every node acts as a router to 

pass packets to other nodes.  
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iv. Dynamic Topologies: Due to arbitrary movement of nodes at varying speed, the 

topology changes unpredictably and in a random manner and also due to external 

factors such as noise 

v. Autonomous and infrastructure less: In MANET, each node may act both as a host 

and a router. 

vi. Energy Constraint: Energy conservation becomes the major design issue as nodes in 

the MANET rely on battery power.  

vii. Security Threats: There are few security threats such as eavesdropping, Denial of 

Service (Dos) etc. 

 

 

1.3      Design Issues/Challenges  
  
As explained in reference [11] MANET raises some issues while designing the network topology. 

Some of the major considerations include: 

  

i. Power Consumption, Battery Constraints  and Spatial Reusability 

ii. Hidden terminal problems 

iii. Mobility pattern of nodes 

iv. Scalability 

v. Limited Bandwidth 

vi. Quality of Service (QoS) 

 

1.4 Applications of MANET 
 
 The applications of MANET have become wide and varied from email to ftp to web 

services. There are some applications of MANET discussed in reference [11]. Some of those 

common MANET applications are:  

i. Personal Area Networking: Devices like laptops, PDAs, mobile phones create a 

temporary network of short range to share data among each other called the personal 

area network (PAN).  

ii. Civilian Environments: MANET finds its use in many civilian activities like taxi cab 

network, meeting rooms, etc.   

iii. Collaborative work: For some business environments, the need for collaborative 

computing might be more important outside office environments than inside and 
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where people do need to have outside meetings to cooperate and exchange 

information on a given project. 

iv. Commercial Sector: Ad hoc can be used in emergency for disaster relief efforts, e.g. 

in fire, flood, or earthquake. Emergency rescue operations must take place where non-

existing or damaged communications infrastructure and rapid deployment of a 

communication network is needed 

v. Military battlefield: Ad-Hoc networking would allow the military to take advantage 

of common place network technology to maintain an information network between 

the soldiers, vehicles, and military information  head quarter 

 

 

1.5 Routing   
  
Routing is a process of choosing a path in a network for moving packets from source to 

destination [11]. It basically involves two processes like finding an optimal routing path and 

transfers the packets in the internetwork.  Routing information of a node is maintained in a 

routing table. The routing table contains only partial information about possible destinations. 

For the unknown destinations, these are forwarded to the default router. However, the 

potential problem to this mechanism is that some destinations might be unreachable.   

  

1.5.1 Routing Protocols   

A routing protocol is the software or hardware implementation of a routing algorithm. 

Routing protocol uses metrics to select a path to transmit a packet across an inter-network. 

Some of the metrics used by routing protocols are bandwidth, delay, time, energy 

consumption, hop count etc.[11].  

 

1.5.2 Types of Routing Protocol  
 
Ad-Hoc routing protocols are commonly divided into three main classes; Proactive, reactive 

and hybrid protocols [11]. 

 



 

 
Figure 

 

 

Proactive Protocol (Table
 

Table-driven or Proactive routing protocol

priori and this route can be used immediately to forward packet. Every node in the network 

has a constantly updated routing table with information of every other node in the netwo

The routing table maintains information such as 

hops etc. Whenever there is a change in the network 

table and updates this new information to the neighbouring nodes

either link-state or distance vector 

protocols are Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV)

Routing (FSR) [13] and Optimised Linked State Algorithm

 

Reactive Protocol (On

 

In On-Demand or reactive routing protocols the routes are only found when a node requires 

them. The route is found by flooding the network by Route Request packets. 

request packets are then forwarded

the request packet it replies back with the Route

protocols, nodes in on-demand protocols do not maintain up

Examples of reactive protocols are 

Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
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Figure 5: Types of Ad-Hoc Routing Protocols 

Proactive Protocol (Table-Driven) 

Proactive routing protocol [11] is a protocol in which the route is known in 

priori and this route can be used immediately to forward packet. Every node in the network 

has a constantly updated routing table with information of every other node in the netwo

The routing table maintains information such as destination address, next hop, number of 

Whenever there is a change in the network topology every node 

this new information to the neighbouring nodes. The table is created using 

distance vector algorithmic approach. Examples of proactive routing 

Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [12]   

and Optimised Linked State Algorithm (OLSR )[1] 

Reactive Protocol (On-Demand)  

Demand or reactive routing protocols the routes are only found when a node requires 

them. The route is found by flooding the network by Route Request packets. 

request packets are then forwarded to the neighbouring nodes. When the destination receives 

t replies back with the Route-reply packet. In contrast to the proactive 

demand protocols do not maintain up-to-date route information. 

Examples of reactive protocols are Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [14]

(AODV)[4] 

in which the route is known in 

priori and this route can be used immediately to forward packet. Every node in the network 

has a constantly updated routing table with information of every other node in the network. 

destination address, next hop, number of 

topology every node updates its routing 

The table is created using 

Examples of proactive routing 

  and Fisheye State 

Demand or reactive routing protocols the routes are only found when a node requires 

them. The route is found by flooding the network by Route Request packets. These route 

to the neighbouring nodes. When the destination receives 

In contrast to the proactive 

date route information. 

[14] and Ad-Hoc On-
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1.5.3 Multipath Routing 

Multipath routing [11] is the technique of using multiple alternative paths through a network. 

It has many benefits such as fault tolerance, improved security and increased bandwidth. 

Multipath routing is finding multiple routes between source and destination nodes. Multipath 

routing consists of three components such as route discovery, route maintenance and traffic 

allocation.  

 

Multipath routing has two basic models [15] namely: MPDV (Multi-Path Distance Vector) 

and MPLS (Multi-Path Link State). Because of the limited bandwidth, load balancing is an 

important aspect in MANET and this can be achieved by spreading the load across multiple 

routes. When multiple routes are used simultaneously the aggregate bandwidth helps the total 

bandwidth requirement of the network. Multipath routing helps improve energy conservation 

and Quality-of-Service. In high density ad-hoc networks better throughput is achieved by 

using multipath routing. Complexity and overhead may be some of the disadvantages of 

multipath routing.  

 

1.6 Energy Efficient Routing 

 

An ideal network is the one that can function as long as possible. On the other hand, optimal 

routing requires future knowledge and thus, it is not practically viable to have optimized 

routing in energy constrained environment. Therefore, instead of having energy optimal 

scheme, we have a statistically optimal energy efficient scheme that considers only past and 

present and not future knowledge. In order to avoid coverage gap in many surveillance / 

monitoring applications, lifetime of network is defined. Instead of average time or overall 

scenarios, the worst case (when a first node dies out) is maximized [16].  

 

Establishing correct and energy efficient routes, in mobile ad hoc networks, is not only an 

important design issue but also a challenging task. It is because operation time of mobile 

nodes is the most critical limiting factor. Mobile nodes derive their power from batteries with 

limited capacity [16]. Power failure of a mobile node affects the node as well as its ability to 

propagate packets on behalf of others and therefore the overall network lifetime is affected.   
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Energy efficient routing aims to minimize the energy required to transmit or receive packets 

i.e., active communication energy. It also tries to minimize the energy consumed when a 

mobile node stays idle but listens to the wireless medium for any possible communication 

requests from other nodes i.e., inactive energy. Transmission power control approach and 

load distribution approach minimizes active communication energy and sleep/power-down 

mode approach minimizes inactive energy [16]. Each protocol has definite advantages or 

disadvantages and is well-suited for certain situations and it is not clear any particular 

algorithm or a class of algorithms is the best for all scenarios.  

 

Many researches are being carried out to develop energy aware routing protocols. New 

energy efficient routing algorithms are proposed ([2]-[3] [5]-[7]) and designed to enhance the 

network survivability. This is achieved by maintaining the network connectivity to lead to a 

longer battery life of the terminals. In contrast to AODV which optimizes routing for lowest 

delay, the energy efficient protocols ensure the survivability of the network which is to 

ensure that all nodes equally deplete their battery power. 

 

There are several ways of implementing green routing such as Minimum Total Transmission 

Power Routing, Minimum Battery Cost Routing[20] etc,. For wired networks there are many 

ways to implement green network as discussed in [17] and [19] such as putting routers to 

sleep etc. In case of wireless networks it is more of reducing the energy consumption and 

increasing the lifetime of the nodes. In reference [18] the author talks about the optimising 

the energy rather than maximizing it and also using energy efficiently. This thesis talks about 

how the energy can be optimised in both proactive (OLSR) and reactive (AODV) routing 

algorithms and benchmarking them based on energy metrics.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Survey 

In this chapter various previously proposed energy saving metric for OLSR and AODV are 

discussed since these are the most commonly used protocols in MANET. There is already 

several research works carried on these routing protocols that discuss the energy constraint in 

MANET. Some research work proposes on increasing the energy efficiency and the network 

lifetime by reducing the energy consumption of these routing algorithms. 

 

All these previous works on energy efficient routing protocols discuss about methods for 

reducing the energy consumption and increasing the network lifetime. There are few 

comparisons of these energy efficient models with OLSR and AODV routing protocols but 

there are no comparisons available between these energy efficient routing model to 

benchmark the performance of these proposed energy efficient models in these papers. This 

thesis mainly focuses on comparing and benchmarking these energy efficient routing models 

of OLSR and AODV on common parameter of number of alive nodes, energy availability 

and throughput. 

 

2.1 Strategies for Proactive Routing Algorithm 

In this section we discuss the various energy efficient models available for the proactive 

routing algorithm. For this thesis we concentrate on OLSR routing algorithm in case of 

proactive algorithm. So of the energy efficient routing models are explained in the following 

sections. 

 

2.1.1 Optimised Link State Algorithm (OLSR) [1] 

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) is a proactive routing protocol for mobile ad hoc 

networks. This is a proactive algorithm and hence has the routes immediately available 

whenever a node wants to send packets. In link state routing protocol, all links with 

neighbour nodes are flooded in the entire network. OLSR protocol is an optimization of a 

pure link state protocol for mobile ad hoc networks. OLSR protocol reduces the size of 

control packets. By only declaring only the subset of links with its neighbours i.e.) their 

multipoint rely selectors. It uses only selected nodes to flood its control packets by using 
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selected nodes called as multipoint relays. Only the MPRs of a node retransmit the broadcast 

messages. This reduces the number of retransmissions in a flooding or broadcast procedure.  

 

The protocol maintains the routes for all the destinations in the network; this is beneficial for 

the traffic patterns where a large subset of nodes is communicating with each other. OLSR 

protocol performs hop by hop routing, i.e. the most recent information is used by the nodes to 

route the packets. Therefore, the packets can be successfully delivered when the node is 

moving. 

 

Multipoint relays 

The main idea of using multipoint relays is to minimize the flooding of broadcast packets in 

the network by reducing duplicate retransmissions [1]. A set of nodes is selected for the 

retransmission of packets. These selected nodes are called as Multipoint Relays (MPRs). The 

nodes which are not in its MPR set, read and process the packet but do not retransmit them. 

For this purpose, each node maintains a set of its neighbours which are called the MPR 

Selectors of the node. This MPR set can change over time, which is indicated by the selector 

nodes in their HELLO messages. 

 

Each node selects its multipoint relay set among its one hop neighbours in such a manner that 

the set covers (in terms of radio range) all the nodes that are two hops away. OLSR protocol 

relies on the selection of multipoint relays, and calculates its routes to all known destinations 

through these nodes, i.e. MPR nodes are selected as intermediate nodes in the path. To 

implement this scheme, each node in the network periodically broadcast the information 

about its one-hop neighbours which have selected it as a multipoint relay. Upon receipt of 

this MPR Selectors' information, each node calculates and updates its routes to each known 

destination. Therefore, the route is a sequence of hops through the multipoint relays from-

source to destination. 

 

Multipoint relays are selected among the one hop neighbours with a bi-directional link. 

Therefore, selecting the route through multipoint relays automatically avoids the problems 

associated with data packet transfer on unidirectional links. Such problems may consist of 

getting an acknowledgment for data packets at each hop which cannot be received if there is a 

unidirectional link in the selected route. 
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Neighbour Sensing 

Each node must detect the neighbour nodes with which it has a direct and bi-directional link. 

The uncertainties over radio propagation may make some links uni-directional. Consequently, 

all links must be checked in both directions in order to be considered valid. 

 

To accomplish this, each node periodically broadcasts its HELLO messages, containing the 

information about its neighbours and their link status. These control messages are transmitted 

in the broadcast mode. These are received by all one-hop neighbours, but they are not relayed 

to further nodes. A HELLO message contains [1]:  

• The list of addresses of the neighbours to which there exists a valid bi-directional link;  

• The list of addresses of the neighbours which are heard by this node (a HELLO has 

been received) but the link is not yet validated as  bi-directional if a node finds its 

own address in a HELLO message, it considers the link to the sender node as bi-

directional. 

 

These HELLO messages permit each node to learn the knowledge of its neighbours up to two 

hops. On the basis of this information, each node performs the selection of its multipoint 

relays. These selected multipoint relays are indicated in the HELLO messages with the link 

status MPR. On the reception of HELLO messages, each node can construct its MPR Selector 

table with the nodes who have selected it as a multipoint relay. 

 

In the neighbour table, each node records the in-  formation about its one hop neighbours, the 

status of the link with these neighbours, and a list of two  hop neighbours that these one hop 

neighbours give access to. The link status can be uni directional, bi-directional or MPR. The 

link status as MPR implies that the link with the neighbour node is bi directional AND that 

node is also selected as a multipoint relay by this local node. Each entry in the neighbour 

table has an associated holding time, upon, expiry of which it is no longer valid and hence 

removed. 

   

The neighbour table also contains a sequence number value which specifies the most recent 

MPR set that the local node keeping this neighbour table has selected. Every time a node 

selects or updates its MPR set, this sequence number is incremented to a higher value. 
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MPR relay selection 

Each node of the network selects independently its own set of multipoint relays. The MPR set 

is calculated in a manner to contain a subset of one hop neighbors which covers all the two 

hop neighbors, i.e., the union of the neighbor sets of all MPRs contains the entire two hop 

neighbor set. The MPR set need not be optimal; however it should be small enough to 

achieve the benefits of multipoint relays. By default, the multipoint relay set can coincide 

with the whole neighbor set. This will be the case at network initialization. 

 

Multipoint relays of a given node are declared in the subsequent HELLOS transmitted by this 

node, so that the information reaches the multipoint, relays themselves. The multipoint relay 

set is re-calculated when: 

• A change in the neighborhood is detected when either a bi-directional link with a 

neighbor is failed, or a new neighbor with  a bi-directional link is added; or  

• A change in the two-hop neighbor set with bi-directional link is detected. 

 

With information obtained from the HELLO messages, each node also construct its MPR 

Selector table, in which it puts the addresses of its one hop neighbor nodes which has selected 

it as a multipoint relay along with the corresponding MPR sequence number of that neighbor 

node. A sequence number is also associated to the MPR Selector table which specifies that 

the MPR Selector table is most recently modified with that sequence number. A node updates 

its MPR Selector set according to the information it receives in the HELLO messages, and 

increment this sequence number on each modification. 

 

 

2.1.2 EE-OLSR: ENERGY EFFICIENT OLSR ROUTING 

PROTOCOL FOR MOBILE AD-HOC NETWORKS [2] 
 

A novel mechanism for energy efficient OLSR protocol is to modifying the willingness 

parameter of a node for MPR selection based on the remaining energy level. 

 

The Energy Aware Willingness Selection mechanism is the process of including the energy 

considerations in the MPR selection mechanism. The OLSR specification has a variable 

called as “willingness” to specify the willingness of each node to act as MPR for its 

neighbour nodes. By default every node has it default willingness value.  
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In EE-OLSR the node can change its willingness value based on its energy level and lifetime 

of the node. The heuristic used for the willingness value are “default”, “high” and “low”. For 

example, in case of high battery level and lifetime the value of willingness can be set as 

“WILL_HIGH”. In case of low batter level and lifetime it can be set as “WILL_LOW” etc. 

This helps in achieving an efficient load balancing and the node with a lower residual energy 

are not overused or overloaded. The basic pseudo code is given below 

IF  

lifetime and battery is lower than threshold 

willingness is set to OLSR_WILL_LOW 

Else if 

 lifetime and battery is higher than threshold 

willingness is set to OLSR_WILL_HIGH 

else 

set willingness to OLSR_WILL_DEFAULT 

 

2.1.3 ET-OLSR: Energy based Threshold Optimized Link State 

Routing for MANETs [3] 

 

In Mobile Ad-hoc networks the nodes have multiple roles such as the transmitter, receiver 

and the router. The mobile factor of the nodes in the mobile network confides the battery 

energy. Hence the conservation of energy consumption of the battery plays an important role 

in MANET.   

 

In this energy efficient model a threshold value is proposed for every node in the network 

which indicates if the node participates in the path discovery or not. The proposed algorithm 

called as the Minimum energy consumption and Maximum Lifetime is used for reducing the 

energy consumption and increasing the network lifetime.  

 

In this a threshold value is decided before the simulation to decide if the node should 

participate in route discovery or not.  
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This algorithm proposes to select a node i where Ei  is greater than Thi where Ei is the energy 

of the node i and Thi is the threshold energy. The residual energy of the node is calculated by 

the following equation.  

Eres= E-Ec(t) 

Where Eres – residual energy of the node 

 E   - Initial energy of the node 

 Ec  - Energy consumed during time t  

If the residual energy is greater than threshold value then the transmission of data is 

continued through that node. 

 

 

2.2 Strategies for Reactive Routing Algorithm 

In this section we discuss the various energy efficient models available for the reactive 

routing algorithm. For this thesis, we concentrate on AODV routing algorithm in case of 

reactive algorithm. So of the energy efficient routing models are explained in the following 

sections. 

 

2.2.1 Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing [4] 

 

In AODV protocol each node operates as an individual router and routes are obtained 

whenever required (on-demand) with little or no reliance of frequent advertisements. This is 

useful for self starting networks and also it provides loop-free routes even when the broken 

links are repaired.  

 

The primary objectives of AODV are 

• To broadcast discovery packets only when needed 

• To distinguish between neighbourhood detection and topology maintenance 

• To disseminate information about changes in local connectivity to neighbouring nodes 

that need information 
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 Path Discovery: 

 

The path discovery is initiated whenever a node needs to send information to another node 

for which there is no information in the routing table. Every node has two counters namely 

node sequence number and broadcast_id. The route discovery is initiated by the source node 

by broadcasting route request (RREQ) packets to its neighbours. The pair (source_addr, 

broadcast_id) uniquely identifies a RREQ. Whenever the source sends a RREQ, the 

broadcast_id is incremented. Each neighbour node satisfies the RREQ by sending a RREP 

back to source or rebroadcasting the RREQ to its own neighbour till it reaches the destination 

node.  

 

When an intermediate node receives a RREQ, if it has already received a RREQ with the 

same broadcast_id and source address, it drops the RREQ and does not rebroadcast it. If the 

node cannot satisfy the RREQ, it keeps track of the destination IP address, source IP 

address, Broadcast_id, expiration time for reverse path route entry, source node’s sequence 

number in order to implement the reverse path setup.  

 

 Route Table Management  

 

In addition to source and destination address the routing table also contains other useful 

information is also stored in the route table entries. The route request expiration timer is 

associated with the reverse path routing entries. The expiration timer depends on the size of 

the ad hoc network. The route caching timeout is another entity which is the time after which 

the rote is considered to be invalid. A mobile node maintains a route table entry for each 

destination of interest. Each route table entry contains the following information 

• Destination 

• Next hop 

• Number of Hops 

• Sequence number for destination 

• Active neighbours  

• Expiration time for route table entry 
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If a new route is offered to a mobile node, the node compares the destination sequence 

number of the new route and the current route and the route with greater sequence number is 

chosen. In case of same sequence number the new route is chosen.  

 

2.2.2 Energy Efficient Routing in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks [5] 

 

Ad-hoc networks are power constrained since they operate on limited battery power. This 

energy efficient model proposes an AODV routing protocol that uses energy consumption as 

a routing metric. These protocols increase the network connectivity by increasing the network 

lifetime and increase the battery life of the terminals. The Local Energy Aware Routing-

AODV protocol ensures the survivability of the network by establishing the routes in such a 

way that all the nodes deplete energy equally.  

 

Local Energy Aware Routing-AODV 

 

The main aim of LEAR-AODV is to balance the energy consumption of all participating 

nodes. Every node depends on the local information of the energy level to decide whether to 

participate in the route selection or not. An energy hungry node may not forward packet on 

behalf of others and this reduces the energy consumption of the node.  

 

In LEAR-AODV every node determines whether or not to forward the RREQ packets based 

on the residual energy of the node. When the energy of the node is lesser than the threshold 

value the node drops the RREQ packets. The destination receives the RREQ only when all 

the nodes on the way have enough batter level.  

 

2.2.3 OAODV Routing Algorithm for Improving Energy 

Efficiency in MANET [6] 

 

In this algorithm, each node has a certain battery level and node density based on which the 

node decides whether or not to forward the packet. The intermediate node doesn’t forward 

the RREQ packet if there is a known route to the destination. It will check the node density 

and the available battery level before forwarding the packet. The node density is taken into 
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consideration because there should be enough number of nodes to forward the RREQ. The 

neighbour connectivity is checked using HELLO messages.  

 

Two thresholds namely Thb for RREQ rebroadcasting and ThN for node density are 

introduced. If the battery life and node density are greater than the threshold it means that the 

RREQ would reach the destinations. If the values are lesser than the threshold the packets are 

buffered and then forwarded until packet reaches the destination or it exceeds the maximum 

number of attempts.  

 

Algorithm for OAODV broadcast mechanism:  

{ 

       Begin  

      //Initialization of routing parameters like sequence       

number, threshold, MAC parameters, etc. 

       User requests for data transmission. 

       Case: Node is not the destination and has no path to the 

destination; 

       Repeat the loop till numbers of tries are less than 

maximum number of RREQ retries. 

    { 

        Increment tries by one; 

        Check own battery life;            

        Calculate the threshold with the help of statistics i.e. 

Brute Force method; 

         Calculate the node density of the surrounding;   

          If Battery life is less than the Threshold (ThB)  

                Remain silent, drop RREQ.              ElseIf count is less than the Threshold (ThN) 

                Packets are stored in node’s buffer;         

          else 

  RREQ is broadcasted further.  
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2.2.4 EEAODR: An energy-efficient ad hoc on-demand routing 

protocol for mobile ad hoc networks [7] 

 
The proposed EEAODR algorithm involves energy metrics that helps in finding out the 

routing path such that it does not leave the nodes exhausted and it selects a better energy 

efficient path. This algorithm aims in establishing balance among all the nodes.  

 

The proposed algorithm considers the power level of each node while calculating the route, in 

order to increase the network life. Whenever the node involves in any sort of transaction it 

loses some energy whose value depends on factors such as the nature of packets, their size 

and distance between these nodes. The proposed optimisation function considers all these 

factors and determines which of the discovered paths should be selected for energy efficient 

transmission of data.  

 

In this algorithm individual battery power is considered. If there is a path with a node having 

very low energy level, then the optimization function does not choose that path, irrespective 

of whether that path is time efficient or not. Also, the number of hops is an important 

criterion, as the large number of hops will help in reducing the range of power transmission 

and, thus, saving energy. Time is also a criterion, as lower the time, the shorter will be the 

path, and the lower will be the total amount of energy consumed. But some nodes might get 

overused and die out quickly.  

 

When a source node wants to transmit data to destination, first it looks whether there is any 

existing valid (whose entry has not expired) path in the routing table. If it exists, the node 

uses that path. Otherwise, it sends RREQs to its neighbor nodes. When a node (either 

destination or intermediate) receives RREQ, it ensures that the received RREQ is not a 

duplicate RREQ, in order to prevent looping paths. If the neighbor node is the destination, it 

sends RREP. Otherwise, the neighbor nodes see whether they have any valid path in their 

tables. If they do, they forward RREQs to that path. Otherwise, they send new RREQ to all 

their neighbor nodes to find the destination.  

 

When the destination gets the first RREQ, it waits for time t and collects all other RREQ 

coming in this time interval. After time t, it calls the optimization function to determine the 

best path to select and send RREP. It also stores some other relatively inferior paths as 
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backup paths, which may be used if there are some network failures, thereby avoiding energy 

and time wastage in recalculating the path. When the source gets the RREP, it sends the data 

packets. 

 

2.3 Summary of Energy Efficient Routing Protocol models 

in OLSR and AODV 

The below table shows the comparison between all the energy efficient routing models of 

OLSR and AODV discussed in the above sections ([2]-[3] [5]-[7]). The below table explains 

the various energy models and the metric discussed in them and the simulation method used 

to compare the various metrics.  

 

 

Protocol Energy saving method What is optimized What metric?  Simulator 

Used 

1) OLSR MPR selection based on 

Willingness concept(based 

on Battery Capacity& 

Predicted Lifetime)  , Over-

hearing Exclusion 

Battery Efficiency, 

Lifetime of node 

- Energy consumption by 
type ( Idle power, 
Overhearing, 
transmission, reception) 
-Expiration Time of 
Connections,  Network 
Throughput with and 
without EA- 
Willingness Setting 
-Average Node Energy by 
Time, with and  
without Overhearing 
Exclusion 

Ns2 

5)OLSR Proposes Energy 

Threshold-OLSR (ET-OLSR) 

. Follows a threshold value 

for each node that indicates 

if the node should 

participate in route 

discovery. 

 Increase Network 

Lifetime 

-Energy Consumption 

-Packet Delivery Ratio 

-Throughput 

NS2 

2)AODV Proposes extensions of 

AODV 1) Local Energy 

Aware Routing based on 

AODV : to balance energy 

consumption in 

participating nodes 

2)Power Aware Routing 

based on AODV : extend the 

useful service life of Ad-hoc 

network 

Lifetime of nodes Fixed Nodes: 

- The number of dead 

nodes versus time 

- Battery levels of all the 

ad hoc network nodes 

using (a) AODV (b) 

LEAR-AODV 

Mobile Nodes: 

- Number of dead nodes 

with a velocity of (a) 

1m/s (b) 4m/s (c) 8m/s 

GloMoSim  

2.0 

simulator 

3)AODV Proposes EEAODR that 

selects paths based on the 

proposed optimised 

Increase network 

lifetime by 

considering power 

- Energy Consumed vs 

Simulation Time 

-Network Life Vs Data 

GloMoSim 
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equation . The optimisation 

function considers factors 

such as time, battery 

power, hop count etc 

of nodes packet size 

-Energy Vs Number of 

nodes 

-Power level of nodes in 

selected path 

-Network life Vs 

Simulation time 

4)AODV Proposes Optimised 

AODV(OAODV) by trying to 

avoid unnecessary 

broadcast of RREQ by 

considering lifetime of 

nodes and node density of 

surroundings. 

Battery Lifetime -Comparison of AODV 

and OAODV in terms of 

battery lifetime for 10, 

20,30,50 nodes 

- Comparison of AODV 

and OAODV in terms of  

Throughput for 10, 

20,30,50 nodes 

NS2 
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Chapter 3 

Benchmark Setup 

In this chapter we discuss benchmark setup for the various energy efficient routing models 

that are discussed in Chapter 2. There are two energy efficient models of OLSR routing 

protocol and three energy efficient models of AODV routing protocol discussed in the 

previous chapter. To make a comparison between these networks it is quite a complex task to 

compare these protocols on a real time network. Hence we choose for a simulation 

environment to simulate these energy efficient routing protocols. For this thesis we choose 

NS-2 as the simulation environment since it is one of the most commonly used simulation 

environment for wireless networks and also these are the simulation environments used in 

few of the research papers discussed in the previous chapter.  

3.1 NS-2 Overview [8] 

The simulator we have used to simulate the ad-hoc routing protocols is the Network 

Simulator-2 from Berkeley. To simulate the mobile wireless radio environment we have used 

a mobility extension to ns that is developed by the CMU Monarch project at Carnegie Mellon 

University. 

Network Simulator Version 2, also simply called as NS2, is an event driven simulation tool 

used to study the nature of communication networks. NS2 can be used for the simulation of 

both wired and wireless network functions and protocols such as TCP, UDP and various 

routing protocols. Due to its flexibility NS2 has gained lot of popularity in networking 

research. Since 1995 the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) supported 

development of NS through the Virtual InterNetwork Testbed (VINT) project.  

3.2 Basic Architecture  

NS2 provides users with executable command ns which take on input argument, the name of 

a Tcl simulation scripting file. Users input the name of a Tcl script as an input argument of an 

NS2 executable command ns. At the end of the simulation a trace file is created which is used 

to plot graph and to create animation.  
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Figure 6: Basic Architecture of NS2 

NS2 consists of two key languages: C++ and Object-oriented Tool Command Language 

(OTcl). While the C++ defines the internal mechanism (i.e., a back end) of the simulation 

objects, the OTcl sets up simulation by assembling and configuring the objects as well as 

scheduling discrete events.  

 

NS2 provides a large number of built in C++ objects. It is advisable to use these C++ objects 

to set up a simulation using a Tcl simulation script. However, advance users may find these 

objects insufficient. They need to develop their own C++ objects, and use a OTcl 

configuration interface to put together these objects. After simulation, NS2 outputs either 

text-based or animation-based simulation results. To interpret these results graphically and 

interactively, tools such as NAM (Network AniMator) and XGraph are used. To analyze a 

particular behavior of the network, users can extract a relevant subset of text-based data and 

transform it to a more conceivable presentation. 

 

3.3 Mobility Model [8] 

The mobility model [8] is the one that describes the movement of the nodes within the 

simulation area. In the simulation the random waypoint mobility model is used. In Random 

Waypoint Mobility the nodes move from one waypoint to another. The speed and duration 
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for every transition is chosen and after the transition the node pause for a specific duration 

before the next transition towards the next waypoint. If the network consists of nodes that are 

constantly moving, then the pause time is set to zero. If the pause time is equal to the 

simulation time then it indicates that the network is stable during the whole simulation time.  

 

NS2 comes in with a build-in tool called as “setdest” that can be used to generate a large 

number of nodes and their movements. It is available under the ns2.35/indep-utils/cmu-scen-

gen/setdest directory. Setdest is used for generating node positions during the start of 

simulation, their speed and the direction throughout the simulation. 

Syntax : 

./setdest [-v version] [-n num_of_nodes] [-p pause-time] [-M max-speed] [-t simulation-time] 

[-x maxx] [-y maxy] 

Example: 

./setdest –v 1 –n 30 –p 25 –M 1.5 –t 200 –x 800 –y 800 

 

3.4 Traffic Model [8] 

In NS2 a random traffic pattern comprising of either TCP or CBR (Constant Bit Rate) can be 

generated using the script called “cbrgen.tcl” which can be found in cmu-scen-gen directory 

in ns2. For creating a random traffic model we should specify the traffic pattern (TCP or 

CBR), number of connections, maximum allowed connections, random seed value and 

transmission rate in case of CBR traffic. The inverse value of transmission rate gives the time 

interval between two packets. The default packet size of 512 bytes should be modified in case 

we desire different packet size. 

Syntax: 

Ns cbrgen.tcl [-type cbr | tcp] [-nn nodes] [-seed seed] [-mc connections] [-rate rate] 

Example: 

Ns cbrgen.tcl –type cbr –nn 30 –seed 1.0 –mc 5 –rate 4.0>cbr5test 
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3.5 Common Case Study for all energy efficient models 

To study the performance and behaviour of the energy efficient routing model discussed in 

the previous chapter we choose common simulation parameters so that it will be easy to 

compare the results. The simulation parameters are chosen based on the simulation 

parameters chosen on the papers ([2]-[3] [5]-[7]) so that we can achieve an effective 

comparison between these energy efficient routing models.  

The simulations were carried out in NS2 using by generating the mobility model using 

“setdest” tool available as a part of NS2 and by generating the traffic pattern using 

“cbrgen.tcl” script. The simulation is done in a simulation environment in 850m * 850m area 

and the topology can be either a flat grid as in our case or using a digital elevation map. The 

various ad-hoc protocols are such as OLSR [1], AODV [4] and various energy efficient 

models of these protocols such as EE-OLSR [2] and ET-OLSR [3] and LEAR-AODV [5], 

EEAODV [7] and OAODV [6] are compared for various factors such as number of nodes 

alive at the end of simulation and average remaining energy of the alive nodes and the 

payload data received.  

Parameter  Value  

No of Nodes:   20,30,40,50  

Area     850*850  

Simulation Time:  200 s  

Initial Energy :   10 Joules  

Idle Power  0.0 W  

Receiving Power  1.0 W  

Transmission Power 1.4 W  

Packet Size :  512 

Traffic Sources :   20 

Traffic Type :   CBR 

Max Node Speed:    10m/s 
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These energy efficient routing parameters where coded in NS-2 based on the proposed 

algorithm in the papers [2]-[3] and [5]-[7]. These papers do not provide the source code for 

the proposed algorithm. Hence all the energy efficient routing models are coded in NS-2 

based on the proposed algorithm and the code is validated by simulating and comparing the 

results obtained in the respective reference papers [2]-[3] and [5]-[7]. Some of the code 

snippets that are added to the existing protocol code in NS-2 are shown below. 

3.6 Coding in NS-2 

NS-2 comes with some of the pre coded protocols such as OLSR, AODV, DSDV, etc. NS-2 

allows the user to add or modify these codes. For this thesis the predefined codes for OLSR 

and AODV in NS-2 are modified based on the proposed algorithms ([2]-[3], [5]-[7]). Some 

parts of the modified code for this thesis are shown below as example. 

EE-OLSR [2] : 

For EE-OLSR a new function is added to find the energy of the node. The below code shows 

the function, that is added to obtain the energy of the node. 

OLSR::get_energy(nsaddr_t addr) // 

{  

Node* thisnode = Node::get_node_by_address(addr);  

double energy ;  

energy = thisnode->energy_model()->energy();  

return energy;  

} 

 

Based on the energy of the node the willingness parameter is set. The below code shows the 

modification of the willingness parameter value 

 

if (get_energy(ra_addr()) > 8)  

    {  

        msg.hello().willingness()=6;  //OLSR_WILL_HIGH  

printf("Will HIGH");  
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    }  

else if((get_energy(ra_addr()) > 3)&&(get_energy(ra_addr()) < 8))  

    {  

        msg.hello().willingness()=3;  //OLSR_WILL_DEFAULT  

printf("Will LOW");  

    }  

    else if((get_energy(ra_addr()) > 1.8)&&(get_energy(ra_addr()) < 3))  

    {  

        msg.hello().willingness()=1;  //OLSR_WILL_LOW  

printf("Will LOW");  

    }  

    else  

    {  

        msg.hello().willingness()=0;  //OLSR_WILL_NEVER  

printf("Will NEVER");  

    }         

 

ET-OLSR [3]: 

For ET-OLSR a similar get energy function is added to obtain the node energy and based on 

the residual energy of the node the route is selected.  

if (get_main_addr(link_tuple->nb_iface_addr()) == nb_tuple->nb_main_addr() && 

link_tuple->time() >= CURRENT_TIME && get_energy(nb_tuple->nb_main_addr())>1.8) 

{  

  lt = link_tuple;  

  rtable_.add_entry(link_tuple->nb_iface_addr(),  

  link_tuple->nb_iface_addr(),  

         link_tuple->local_iface_addr(), 1);  

 if (link_tuple->nb_iface_addr() == nb_tuple>nb_main_addr())  

  nb_main_addr = true;  

 

 } 
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EE-AODV [5]: 

For this energy model the residual energy if the node is obtained in the variable iEnergy and 

based on the energy value the RREQ packet is forwarded or dropped.  

void  

AODV::recvRequest(Packet *p) { 

iNode = (MobileNode *) (Node::get_node_by_address(index));  

iEnergy=iNode->energy_model()->energy();  

  

if(iEnergy<1.6){  

Packet::free(p);  

    return;  

  }  

} 

 

OAODV[6]: 

In OAODV there are two parameters considered namely iEnergy(residual energy of node) 

and NodeTh (neighbour count of the node) and based on these values RREQ is forwarded or 

placed in queue. 

void  AODV::nb_print(nsaddr_t nodeid) {  

AODV_Neighbor *nb = nbhead.lh_first;  

int count=0;  

 for(; nb; nb = nb->nb_link.le_next) {  

  count++;  

} 

NodeTh=count;  

} 

AODV::recvRequest(Packet *p) { 

iNode = (MobileNode *) (Node::get_node_by_address(index));  
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iEnergy=iNode->energy_model()->energy();  

nb_print(index);  

 

if(iEnergy<1.6){  

Packet::free(p);  

    return;  

  }  

 

if(NodeTh<2){  

rqueue.enque(p);  

}  

 

EEAODR[7]: 

In EEAODR the route is selected based on the energy levels of the node. Some of the 

modifications are shown below 

void  
AODV::recvRequest(Packet *p) { 
 
double en;  
MobileNode *relayNode;  
relayNode=(MobileNode *)(Node::get_node_by_address(index));  
en=relayNode->energy_model()->energy(); 
 
else if (rt && (rt->rt_hops != INFINITY2) &&  
    (rt->rt_seqno >= rq->rq_dst_seqno) && rq->iEnergy<=en ) { 
 sendReply(rq->rq_src,  
             rt->rt_hops + 1,  
             rq->rq_dst,  
             rt->rt_seqno,  
      (u_int32_t) (rt->rt_expire - CURRENT_TIME),  
      //             rt->rt_expire - CURRENT_TIME,  
             rq->rq_timestamp); 
} 
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Chapter 4 

Performance Evaluation of Various Energy 

Efficient Routing Protocols 

 

4.1 Number of Node Vs No of nodes alive and Remaining Energy 

in OLSR 

The various energy models of OLSR[1] such as EE-OLSR[2] and ET-OLSR[3] are simulated 

for number of nodes 20, 30, 40, 50 for a simulation time for 200 seconds. The below graphs 

show the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation and the average remaining 

energy of the nodes alive for a network with 20, 30, 40 and 50 nodes.  The simulation results 

shows that ET-OLSR[3] has more number of nodes alive compared to that of EE-OLSR and 

OLSR. In ET-OLSR the energy threshold is used to determine if the nodes should participate 

in route selection or not but in EE-OLSR[2] energy threshold is used to set the willingness 

parameter for MPR selection. These results show that in case of OLSR routing protocols the 

energy threshold on the route selection provides higher optimisation than the energy 

threshold for MPR  selection.  



 

Figure 7: Number of Nodes Alive for OLSR models (20 nodes)

Figure 8: Number of Nodes Alive for OLSR models (30 nodes)
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Figure 9: Number of Nodes Alive for OLSR models (40 nodes)

 

Figure 10: Number of Nodes Alive for OLSR models (50 nodes)

4.2  No of nodes alive 

The below graph shows the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation for the OLSR 

models with mobility speed as 1

nodes increases when the mobility speed decreases
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: Number of Nodes Alive for OLSR models (40 nodes) 
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No of nodes alive for different mobility speed in OLSR

The below graph shows the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation for the OLSR 

models with mobility speed as 10m/s and 5m/s. The results show that the number of alive 

the mobility speed decreases 
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The below graph shows the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation for the OLSR 
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Figure 11: Number of Nodes Alive in

nodes) 

4.3 Payload Data Received

The below graph shows the  

OLSR and ET-OLSR for the simulation with number of nodes as 50 and the simulation time 

of 200 seconds.  Even in 

performance compared to that of EE

received drops down around 50 seconds of the simulation time since the nodes starts to die 

during this time period.  
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: Number of Nodes Alive in OLSR models for mobility speed 10m/s and 5m/s

Payload Data Received VS Simulation Time for OLSR

 simulation results for the payload data received

OLSR for the simulation with number of nodes as 50 and the simulation time 

 case of payload data received ET-OLSR has much better 

performance compared to that of EE-OLSR and ET-OLSR. In the graph, the 

drops down around 50 seconds of the simulation time since the nodes starts to die 
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payload data received of OLSR, EE-

OLSR for the simulation with number of nodes as 50 and the simulation time 

OLSR has much better 

In the graph, the payload data 

drops down around 50 seconds of the simulation time since the nodes starts to die 
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Figure 12: Payload data received 

 

4.4 Discussion on the 

The above results show that as the number of mobile nodes increases

nodes also increases as expected. But still there is not a great increase in the number of alive 

nodes between OLSR and energy efficient models EE

couple of extra alive nodes for the energy efficient model

compared to OLSR. However when the mobility speed decreases there is good increase in the 

number of alive nodes for the energy efficient routing models 

These results show that in case of OLSR routing protocols the energy threshold on the route 

selection provides higher optimisation than the energy threshold 

In case of payload data received

60 seconds. This is because the nodes start to die at around 50

this increases the number of dropped packets and hence the 

The results show that ET-OLSR has a better performance in case of higher number of alive 

nodes and better payload data received 
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Payload data received Vs Simulation time for OLSR models  (5

Discussion on the simulation results for OLSR 

that as the number of mobile nodes increases, the number of alive 

nodes also increases as expected. But still there is not a great increase in the number of alive 

nodes between OLSR and energy efficient models EE-OLSR and ET-OLSR. 

couple of extra alive nodes for the energy efficient models EE-OLSR and ET

However when the mobility speed decreases there is good increase in the 

number of alive nodes for the energy efficient routing models EE-OLSR and ET

that in case of OLSR routing protocols the energy threshold on the route 

selection provides higher optimisation than the energy threshold for MPR selection. 

payload data received, there is a drastic fall in the payload data received 

This is because the nodes start to die at around 50-60 seconds

this increases the number of dropped packets and hence the payload data received 

OLSR has a better performance in case of higher number of alive 

payload data received compared to EE-OLSR.  

 

Vs Simulation time for OLSR models  (50 nodes) 

the number of alive 

nodes also increases as expected. But still there is not a great increase in the number of alive 

OLSR. There are only a 

OLSR and ET-OLSR 

However when the mobility speed decreases there is good increase in the 

OLSR and ET-OLSR. 

that in case of OLSR routing protocols the energy threshold on the route 

selection.  

payload data received around 50-

60 seconds (Appendix C) and 

payload data received decreases. 

OLSR has a better performance in case of higher number of alive 



 

4.5 Number of Node Vs No of nodes alive and Remaining Energy 

in AODV 

The various energy models of A

OAODV[6] are simulated for number of nodes 20, 30, 40, 50 for a simulation time for 200 

seconds. The below graphs show the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation and 

the average remaining energy of the nodes alive for a network with 20, 30, 40 and 50 n

The simulation results shows that 

that of LEAR-AODV[5], EEAODR

values, one is the energy threshold value for forwarding RREQ and the other threshold 

node density whereas in LEAR

RREQ. In EEAODR the route is selected based on the number of hops and energy of the 

nodes. Since the nodes are constantly moving and there is a constant broadca

update the route, the performance is better when the energy threshold is set for forwarding the 

RREQ and  when there is a threshold for node density .
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Number of Node Vs No of nodes alive and Remaining Energy 

The various energy models of AODV[4] such as LEAR-AODV[5]

are simulated for number of nodes 20, 30, 40, 50 for a simulation time for 200 

seconds. The below graphs show the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation and 

the average remaining energy of the nodes alive for a network with 20, 30, 40 and 50 n

The simulation results shows that OAODV [6] has more number of nodes a

EEAODR[7]  and AODV. In OAODV there are two threshold 

values, one is the energy threshold value for forwarding RREQ and the other threshold 

node density whereas in LEAR-AODV there in only the energy threshold for forwarding the 

In EEAODR the route is selected based on the number of hops and energy of the 

Since the nodes are constantly moving and there is a constant broadca

update the route, the performance is better when the energy threshold is set for forwarding the 

when there is a threshold for node density .  
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[5], EE-AODR[7], 

are simulated for number of nodes 20, 30, 40, 50 for a simulation time for 200 

seconds. The below graphs show the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation and 

the average remaining energy of the nodes alive for a network with 20, 30, 40 and 50 nodes.  

has more number of nodes alive compared to 

re are two threshold 

values, one is the energy threshold value for forwarding RREQ and the other threshold for the 

AODV there in only the energy threshold for forwarding the 

In EEAODR the route is selected based on the number of hops and energy of the 

Since the nodes are constantly moving and there is a constant broadcast of RREQ to 

update the route, the performance is better when the energy threshold is set for forwarding the 
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Figure 14: Number of Nodes Alive for AODV models (30 nodes)

 

 

Figure 15: Number of Nodes Alive for AODV models (
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Nodes Alive for AODV models (30 nodes) 

: Number of Nodes Alive for AODV models (40 nodes) 
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Figure 16: Number of Nodes Alive for AODV models (50 nodes)

 

 

 

 

4.6  No of nodes alive 

The below graph shows the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation for the 

models with mobility speed as 1

nodes increases when the mobility speed decreases.
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: Number of Nodes Alive for AODV models (50 nodes) 

No of nodes alive for different mobility speed in AODV

The below graph shows the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation for the 

models with mobility speed as 10m/s and 5m/s. The results show that the number of alive 

nodes increases when the mobility speed decreases. 
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AODV 

The below graph shows the number of nodes alive at the end of the simulation for the AODV 

that the number of alive 
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Figure 17: Number of Nodes Alive in 

nodes) 

 

4.7 Payload Data Received

The below graph shows the  simulation results for the 

LEAR-AODV, EEAODR and OAODV for the simulation with number of nodes as 50 and 

the simulation time of 200 seconds.  Even in case of 

much better performance compared to that of LEAR

graph, the payload data received 

the nodes starts to die during this time period. 
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es Alive in  AODV models for mobility speed 10m/s and 5m/s

Payload Data Received Vs Simulation Time for AODV

The below graph shows the  simulation results for the payload data received 

AODV, EEAODR and OAODV for the simulation with number of nodes as 50 and 

the simulation time of 200 seconds.  Even in case of payload data received 

much better performance compared to that of LEAR-AODV, EEAODR and AODV.  In the 

payload data received drops down around 50 seconds of the simulation time since 

the nodes starts to die during this time period.  
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Figure 18: Payload data received 

 

4.8 Discussion on the 

The above results show that as the number of mobile nodes increases, the number of alive 

nodes also increases as expected. But still there is not a great increase in the number of alive 

nodes between AODV and energy efficient models 

There are only a couple of extra alive nodes for the energy 

EE-AODV compared to AODV

increase in the number of alive nodes for the energy efficien

OAODV and EE-AODV . Since the nodes are constantly moving and there is a constant 

broadcast of RREQ to update the route, the performance is better when the energy threshold 

is set for forwarding the RREQ (LEAR

for node density(OAODV) than just selecting the routes based on node energy (EEAODR).

In case of payload data received

60 seconds. This is because the nodes start to die at around 50

this increases the number of dropped packets and hence the 

The results show that OAODV

nodes and better payload data received 
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Payload data received Vs Simulation Time for AODV models (50 nodes)

Discussion on the simulation results for AODV 

The above results show that as the number of mobile nodes increases, the number of alive 

nodes also increases as expected. But still there is not a great increase in the number of alive 

and energy efficient models LEAR-AODV , OAODV 

There are only a couple of extra alive nodes for the energy models LEAR-AODV , OAODV , 

AODV. However when the mobility speed decreases there is good 

increase in the number of alive nodes for the energy efficient routing models 

Since the nodes are constantly moving and there is a constant 

broadcast of RREQ to update the route, the performance is better when the energy threshold 

is set for forwarding the RREQ (LEAR-AODV and OAODV) and  when there is a threshold 

AODV) than just selecting the routes based on node energy (EEAODR).

payload data received, there is a drastic fall in the payload data received 

This is because the nodes start to die at around 50-60 seconds

this increases the number of dropped packets and hence the payload data received 

OAODV has a better performance in case of higher number of alive 

payload data received compared to LEAR-AODV and EEAODR

 

Vs Simulation Time for AODV models (50 nodes) 

The above results show that as the number of mobile nodes increases, the number of alive 

nodes also increases as expected. But still there is not a great increase in the number of alive 

, OAODV and EE-AODV. 

AODV , OAODV , 

. However when the mobility speed decreases there is good 

t routing models LEAR-AODV , 

Since the nodes are constantly moving and there is a constant 

broadcast of RREQ to update the route, the performance is better when the energy threshold 

AODV and OAODV) and  when there is a threshold 

AODV) than just selecting the routes based on node energy (EEAODR). 

payload data received around 50-

60 seconds (Appendix C) and 

payload data received decreases. 

has a better performance in case of higher number of alive 

AODV and EEAODR.  
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The above results shows that there is not much difference between reactive and proactive 

protocols in this case because the nodes move constantly in higher speed and also there is 

constant data transfer between the nodes. So in such case for both proactive and reactive 

protocol there is a need for constant update of route information due to the constant mobility 

and data transfer and hence it requires a considerable amount of energy.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future Work 

The various energy efficient models of OLSR and AODV routing protocols are compared in 

this thesis. The simulation results shows that the lesser the mobility speed the lesser the 

energy consumed for both AODV and OLSR protocols. It also shows that having energy 

threshold for route selection has a better performance than having a energy threshold on the 

MPR selection in OLSR protocol. This shows that in a constantly mobile network route 

selection consumes larger energy than the MPR selection and hence having a energy 

threshold for route selection increases the network lifetime. Thus in the OLSR models ET-

OLSR has a better performance compared to EE-OLSR model. 

 

The AODV simulation results show that the protocol that has a energy threshold for 

forwarding RREQ and the node density threshold has a better performance than the model 

with energy threshold for route selection. This shows that in a constant moving network with 

constant network traffic forwarding RREQ consumes larger energy and hence an energy 

threshold for forwarding RREQ reduces the energy consumption and increases the network 

lifetime. Thus in AODV model OOAODV has a much better performance than LEAR-

AODV and EEAODR models.  

 

This thesis shows that which energy strategy used on the routing protocols has better 

performance through the NS-2 simulation results. For the future work it will be interesting to 

propose an energy efficient model considering these results and combining these strategies 

together and proposing a new energy efficient model.  It may be also interesting to 

benchmark these energy efficient models based on other QOS parameters.  
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Appendix A 

Mobility Model in NS

The below image shows the mobility model in NS

for creating the mobility model file is 

./setdest [-v version] [-n num_of_nodes] [

[-x maxx] [-y maxy] 

The image below shows the position of each node in the model at different point in time of 

the simulation. The nodes move at a constant speed and have

movement. These values are specified while

 

Figure 19 : Mobility Model 
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Mobility Model in NS-2 

The below image shows the mobility model in NS-2 created using ./setdest tool. The syntax 

for creating the mobility model file is  

n num_of_nodes] [-p pause-time] [-M max-speed] [

The image below shows the position of each node in the model at different point in time of 

nodes move at a constant speed and have a pause time between each 

are specified while creating the file using ./setdest script. 

2 created using ./setdest tool. The syntax 

speed] [-t simulation-time] 

The image below shows the position of each node in the model at different point in time of 

a pause time between each 

creating the file using ./setdest script.  

 



 

 

 

Appendix B 

Traffic Model in NS

The below image shows the traffic

creating the traffic model file is 

Ns cbrgen.tcl [-type cbr | tcp] [

The image below shows the traffic pattern and the connection between nodes that are created 

using cbrgen tool in NS-2. The maximum 

the file. 

 

Figure 20: Traffic Model 
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Traffic Model in NS-2 

traffic model in NS-2 created using cbrgen tool. The syntax for 

model file is  

cbr | tcp] [-nn nodes] [-seed seed] [-mc connections] [-

The image below shows the traffic pattern and the connection between nodes that are created 

The maximum number of connections is specified while creating 

tool. The syntax for 

-rate rate] 

The image below shows the traffic pattern and the connection between nodes that are created 

specified while creating 

 



 

 

 

Appendix C 

Network Animator (NAM)

The below images show  the NAM screenshots for the NS

time of the simulations. 

The below image shows the nodes

represents that the nodes have high energy levels.

Figure shows the nodes at the start of the simulation. The nodes eventually start moving as 

shown in figure . As the simulation progresses the energy of

then it dies (figure ) after some time. 

 

Figure 21 : Nodes at start of Simulation
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Network Animator (NAM) and Trace File 

the NAM screenshots for the NS-2 simulations at different point of 

The below image shows the nodes  at the start of the simulation and the green colour 

represents that the nodes have high energy levels. 

Figure shows the nodes at the start of the simulation. The nodes eventually start moving as 

shown in figure . As the simulation progresses the energy of the node decreases(figure ) and 

then it dies (figure ) after some time.  

: Nodes at start of Simulation in NAM 

2 simulations at different point of 

at the start of the simulation and the green colour 

Figure shows the nodes at the start of the simulation. The nodes eventually start moving as 

the node decreases(figure ) and 

 



 

Figure 22 : Node movement in NAM

 

Figure 23: Depleting node energy in NAM
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in NAM 

Depleting node energy in NAM 

 

 



 

Figure 24: Nodes starting to die 

The below screenshot shows an example of the trace file in NS

Figure 25: Trace File in Ns-2 
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: Nodes starting to die  

screenshot shows an example of the trace file in NS-2 

 

 

 



 

Appendix D 

Code Snippets 

The below screenshots shows some of the code snippets in 

NS-2 

Figure 26 : Calculating Energy of Node in NS
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The below screenshots shows some of the code snippets in 

: Calculating Energy of Node in NS-2 

The below screenshots shows some of the code snippets in 

 



 

Figure 27 : Changing Willingness parameter in NS

 

Figure 28 : Dropping RREQ packets based on energy threshold
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: Changing Willingness parameter in NS-2 

: Dropping RREQ packets based on energy threshold 

 

 


